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ABSTRACT 

In a high speed era, digital information is increase in exponential manner which are useful in corporate, 

institute, science, engineering and technology etc. area for making specific decision and prediction. Big data 

analytics play an important role as data mining techniques are not capable to handle these big data. big data 

having large, complex and velocity characteristics which are research area now a days. For large volume data, 

it having large high dimensions need new or modified existing feature selection techniques. In this paper, we 

have discussed difference feature selection methods like filters, wrappers, embedded and hybrid. We have also 

discussed use of feature selection method in big data are till now introduced for specific applications. Here, in 

this paper, some feature selection filter based methods are tested with distributed parallel environment of big 

data and it performed better compare to original dataset in terms of time and accuracy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As in a fast growing digital world, data arrival is growing rapidly and need fast processing for data mining or 

analysis to make accurate decisions which are useful in real scenarios like weather forecasting, sentiment 

analysis, prediction and management. Machine learning and data mining play important role but for big data, it 

is not easy to handle huge speedy and complex data. Big data has 3 V’s as volume, velocity, variety mainly and 

more V’s are available like veracity, value etc. large and huge amount of data is not always important for 

analysis[1][2]. This data may contain noisy, irrelevant and redundant features or instances which may decrease 

accuracy and take more time for classification and clustering. In data pre-processing step, there are two 

approach used. First is data preparation and second is data reduction. Data preparation is compulsory steps for 

any classification, clustering etc. data preparation include data cleaning, transformation, normalization etc. Data 

reduction is optional step as it include feature reduction, instance reduction, data compression etc.  

From high dimensional dataset, selecting small important features method called feature reduction. 

Feature reduction can be done by feature selection and feature extraction. Feature selection means selecting 

some important features/attributes from all features which reduce its feature size[3][4]. While feature extraction 

means transform features from one dimension to other dimensions such a way that it reduce feature set size[5]. 
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Some of the big datasets as per application wise lists are discussed in second section. Feature selection methods 

in details are discussed in third section. Feature selection related some experiments results define in fourth 

section. 

 

1.1 Big Dataset list 

The mass generation of high dimensional and huge data in engineering, science etc area, need to be 

analyzed. This big data in different domain are collected and this domains and dataset are listed here : 

 Plants, Nutrient, soil, weather dataset in agriculture domain, Microgene, protein datasets in biology domain, sea 

climate, weather batch and real time dataset in climate/weather domain, patent, scopus, graph dataset in complex 

network domain, NASA earth observation, earthquake, water resource datasets in earth science domain, stoke 

exchange, trade market datasets in economics domain, student result and financial status, full/part time course 

outcome datasets in education domain, power utilization and consumption datasets in energy domain, graph and 

map of safelight dataset in GIS domain, feedback of policy, scheme of government in government domain, 

disease prediction like tumour, cancer, diabetes etc in health care, face, text reorganization as in image 

processing domain, neuroscience domain, public domains like Google news, yahoo news, Amazon, social 

networking domain like facebook, twitter [8] etc. analysis, software testing domain like software error checking 

and solution analysis, bug detection, in sports domain like winner analysis, in domain where time series and 

spatiotemporal data, real time transportation analysis and updation, prediction of events etc. in transportation 

domain. Above mentioned all domain with specific activities, need more enhancement and some new concepts 

to solve real application problem which we face day to day life[17]. 

 

2. BIG DATA FEATURE SELECTION METHODS 

Big data having characteristics of large amount of volume may have large number of samples or large number 

of high dimensions, complex data like relational database like structure, email like semi-structure, text, audio, 

video like unstructured data, speedy data arrival and analysis with batch, less speed or high speedy collected 

data with real time analysis. This all characteristics are some way connected to all domains which are explained 

in above section. In this paper, we focus on high dimensional data. To analysis high dimensional data, process is 

affected with noisy, redundant or irrelevant features[20]. In data mining, many feature reduction techniques are 

exist but for big data, they face many problems. This is growing area and required more research. In big data, 

some of the feature selection methods are introduced till now, among them most of methods are classified in 

four methods, discussed below which are helpful for further research work. 

 

Fig. 1: Feature Selection Method - Filters Method 
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Fig. 2: Feature Selection Method - Wrappers Method 

 

Fig. 3: Feature Selection Method - Embedded Method 

 

Fig. 4: Feature Selection Method - Hybrid Method 

Methods  Variables  Advantage  Disadvantage  Examples  

Filters  Univarite  -Fast 

-Scalable 

-Independent of the 

classifier  

-Ignore feature 

dependencies 

-less accuracy because 

of classifier not used 

for FS  

-Chi Square 

-Information Gain 

-Gain ratio  

 Multivariate  -Models feature 

dependencies 

-Independent of the 

classifier  

-Better computational 

complexity than 

wrapper  

-Slower than 

univariate 

-Less scalable than 

univariate 

-less accuracy because 

of classifier not used 

for FS  

-Correlation based FS 

-Fast correlation based 

FS  

Wrappers  Deterministic  -simple 

-interact with 

classifier (feedback) 

-models feature 

dependencies 

-less comp. comple. 

Compare to 

randomized  

-over fitting risk 

-more prone than 

randomized to get 

stuck in local minima 

-classifier dependent 

selection 

-Sequential Forward 

selection 

-Sequential Backward 

selection 
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 Randomized  -less prone to local 

minima 

-interact with 

classifier (feedback) 

-models feature 

dependencies 

-computational 

intensive 

-over fitting risk than 

deterministic approach 

-classifier dependent 

selection 

-Simulated annealing 

-randomized hill 

climbing 

-genetic algorithm 

-estimation of 

distribution algo.  

Embedded   -interact with 

classifier  

Better computational 

complexity than 

wrapper 

-models feature 

dependencies 

-classifier dependent 

selection 

-less prone to 

overfitting  

-decision tree 

-weighted naïve bayes  

-FS using weight 

vector of SVM  

Table 1: Comparison of Feature Selection Methods [24] 

2.1 Filters Method:  

For feature reduction, statistical methods and random sampling are used to select or extract features which are 

helpful to learn classifier accurately. Feature reduction methods are introduced in classification and clustering 

also. In this paper, we are concentrating only on classification methods with feature reduction in big data area. 

Filters are classified as univariate and multivariate. Univariate means feature and class dependency is considered 

for feature selection while multivariate means between features dependency is considered to select features-see 

figure -1 and table -1. Filters has feature selection methods like chi-square, mRmR (max. relevance min. 

redundancy), information gain etc. and filters has feature extractors like feature transformers – PCA (principle 

component analysis)[18], SVD (singular value decomposition) etc[6][7][19].  

 In big data, data having large, complex and speed characteristics so some of filter methods are 

introduced till now which are capable to run on distributed parallel data processing units are discussed here.  

 Claudio reggiani and etc used artificial binary dataset as high dimensional dataset and apply mRmR 

(maximum relevancy minimum redundancy) as feature selection method. Authors tried to define that for high 

dimensional dataset, alternative (features as rows list in data matrix) method is speedy compare to conventional 

method (features as columns) with mRmR. Here, authors are not compared accuracy of conventional and 

alternative methods with mRmR[7]. 

 Mihail popescu and etc used random projections for big data classification and compare with PCA 

method. Random projections are set of projection and applied classifiers as ensemble method with fuzzy 

majority voting for kNN. PCA is a feature extractor does not work for large dataset and so RP is used. RP is 

proved good compare to PCA method. Authors work on synthetic and activity datasets[9]. 

 Liang zhao, zhikui etc. authors define efficient economical model using distributed feature selection 

method on distributed parallel environment. Initially, data pre-processing methods are used like instance 
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selection with noise removal, missing value imputation and min-max normalization. Then for feature selection, 

first authors used density based clustering among instances as horizontal reduction and second find each 

attribute’s contribution by correlation measure as vertical reduction. That attribute has less correlations are 

removed[10].  

 Sergio ramirez and other authors are used information theory based filter method mRmR on spark 

framework on distributed parallel processing environment. They used epsilon, dna, ecbdl14, url and kddb 

datasets as big data on spark. Authors find that selected features on centralized and distributed environment are 

same and accuracy is not degraded. Total feature selection time on big data is decrease in distributed parallel 

environment[12]. 

In conclusion of above survey regarding filter methods, big data with volume characteristic used 

information theory based mRmR, chi-square, PCA, SVD, mutual information, clustering are used till now. More 

filters methods can be enhanced in this area is a research for future work. Filters are fast compare to other 

feature selection methods and this will helpful to big data area but less accuracy compare to wrappers, 

embedded etc, so accuracy in filters need to be more focus in future.  

2.2 Wrappers Method :  

They are depends on learning algorithm and therefore it gives good accuracy compare to filters but slow in 

speed as in figure-2. It has fitness function for select relevant important features. On single machine, wrappers 

method is performed well but for ultra high dimensional dataset on distributed approach, it is difficult to scale. 

In big data, some of the authors try to implement this approach as we discuss in further paragraphs. 

 Daniel peralta, sara del rio ate., used evolutionary algorithm as feature selection for big dataset 

classification on spark framework. They used CHC(cross generational elitist selection, Heterogeneous 

recombination and cataclysmic mutation) evolutionary algorithm which include half uniform crossover- HUX, 

Elitist selection, Incest prevention and restarting process in map process on each separate node on distributed 

separate dataset and by reduce process number of features selected. These selected features apply on each 

distributed dataset and applied classification algorithms. Authors used Epsilon, ECBDL14 with ROS (Random 

Over Sampling because of imbalanced dataset) datasets as big data. kNN algorithm work as fitness function in 

CHC algorithm for feature selection. Evolutionary algorithm as feature selection performed better in execution 

time as well as accuracy compare to sequential execution of large dataset[11].  

 Jiaheng Wang, Bing Xue ate. used binary differential evolution but improved version used. Simple 

evolutionary used generally classifier as fitness function which is time consuming process. But authors used 

fitness function measure with filter which is processed fast. This function is depends on interclass Distance and 

intraclass spread measure. That means inter class has instances should has more distance and intra class has how 

much class is spread out. Generally smaller spread is preferred in intra class. Authors used fitness function with 

distance and spread measure in feature selection, instance selection, feature-instance selection combinelly. They 

prove that IIC-FS, IIC-IS,IIC-FIS is good in execution time and little accuracy compare to kNN-FS, kNN-IS, 

kNN-FIS. For larger big dataset, this method need for improvement in fitness function is a research scope[13].  
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2.3 Embedded Method :   

It has feature selection process as part of model construction and efficient compare to wrappers because it has 

no iterative steps to feature selection see figure -3. Embedded methods like LASSO (least absolute shrinkage 

and selection operator), REF-SVM (recursive feature elimination – support vector machine) etc. used and can be 

applicable in big data for large, complex and online data.  

2.4 Hybrid approach:   

For feature selection, sometimes filter and wrappers are used together seen in figure -4. First, applied filter to 

remove features which reduce size and then wrapper is used which work fast because of small data and get good 

accuracy with more small features set. In big data, some research is finding hybrid approach. Chia Tien dan lo 

etc. are work with malware dataset which is unstructured text dataset with 9448 cases and 682936 features big in 

size. Authors use dimensionality/ feature/attribute reduction method like chi-square in first stage that reduce 

features up to 68000 features. Then after for further reduce feature authors are used random forest repetitively as 

reduce features up to 9 and accuracy performance is increased compare to previous accuracy[14]. 

 In conclusion, feature selection using any of above methods proved better in accuracy and fast in 

execution with reduced dataset in simple dataset. it is also helpful in big data with volume means large data. for 

complex big data, feature selection is a unsolved issue till now. For velocity big data, online classification with 

feature selection is improved by researchers but also there is a scope to enhance these characteristics of big data. 

Experiment: The following section covered datasets which are used for preliminary testing, methods and feature 

selection and classification results on distributed parallel environment. 

 

3. DATASET AND METHODS:  

For experiment, we are selecting one dataset from medical domain DNA dataset and another is text dataset 

Reuter news 20 dataset used. DNA dataset is binary classification problem and is a very sensitive dataset, has 

samples around 2000 and features are 180. In Reuter news 20 dataset, it is news documents groups as text data 

pre-processed as data matrix which has 42 samples and 61381 features with 20 different classes[22]. In Reuter 

dataset, data samples are randomly selected in equal frequency from each category of class.  

Software and hardware: for testing distributed information theory based feature selection, two dataset DNA and 

news 20 are selected which are related to complex problems. With one name node and six data nodes of 4 GB 

RAM dual core machines each, Apache hadoop 2.7, apache spark 2.1.1 and scala 2.10.4 are installed. 10 

partition of dataset are defined in spark for parallel distributed processing. Information theory based spark 

package is installed to test DNA and news20 text dataset[12][15]. 

3.1 Result of Feature selection and classification:   

For testing feature selection on big data with distributed parallel tool, information theory based feature selection 

methods are used. This package is also available on github[16][23]. Basically this method follows feature-

feature and feature-class dependency with entropy, which are used to remove irrelevant features. mRmR used 

difference between relevancy and redundancy of features. Relevancy means mutual information between feature 
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and class and redundancy means mutual information between features. Following is general feature selection 

equation and following table-2 is gives various feature selection methods under given constraints. Other derived 

feature selection methods are mRmR (maximum relevancy and minimum redundancy), MIFS(Mutual 

Information Feature Selection), MIM(Mutual Information Maximization), CIFS(Conditional Information FS), 

JMI(Joint Mutual Information), ICAP(Interaction Capping), IF(Informative fragments) and others. For 

classification, naïve bayes algorithm is used with different number of features and compared accuracy for each 

feature selection method. 

 As shown in figure -5 and figure -6, different features sets selected from DNA dataset and tested with 

naive bayes classifier. Accuracy shown better in mRmR compare to other feature selection methods. Figure- 5  

shown feature relevancy and redundancy ratio/value for each feature with different feature selection methods of 

DNA and News20 datasets. Figure –7 also shown that mRmR is better for news20 text dataset. figure –8 shown 

comparisons of total execution time of DNA datasets with 150 selected features on single node and multi nodes 

distributed parallel environment. Figure-8 shown that total execution time is less on multimode, compared to 

single node and selected features list is same for single node and multi nodes. 

 

Beta Gamma FS methods 

[0,1] 0 MIFS 

0 0 MIM 

1/|s| 0 mRmR 

1 1 CIFS 

Table 2 : General Information theory based Filter method variasion 

 

 
 

Fig 5: Accuracy chart for different feature with different feature selection methods and feature relevancy-

reduction ration chart of DNA dataset 
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Fig 6: Average Accuracy of different features set with different feature selection methods of DNA dataset 

 

 

Fig 7: Accuracy chart for different feature with different feature selection methods and feature relevancy-

reduction ration chart of New20 text dataset 

 

Fig 8 : Total Execution time comparison for sequential and distributed parallel data procession for DNA dataset 

 

4. CONCLUSION :  

As growing digital era, data is also growing in every moment. This big data is large in volume, complex and 

speedy arrival need analysis process in effective way. Big data have many issues and among them high 

dimensional data is one issue. Standard feature selection methods are not capable to handle them on distributed 

parallel environment. So, basic feature selection methods need to be modified or introduced new feature 
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selection methods for big data. In this paper, comparison of filters, wrappers and embedded methods are shown. 

Here, some basic feature selection methods like filters, wrappers, embedded and hybrid methods are discussed 

which are till now applied on big data. Filters are fast and good for big data analysis. Among all discussed 

methods, in this paper, some basic information theory based filter methods are tested on big data and prove 

better in terms of total execution time. In future, new feature selection methods for big data need to introduce 

which increase accuracy for large sampled datasets, high dimensional datasets, complex datasets and online 

stream datasets. 
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